I. INTRODUCTION
A multiobjective optimization problem (MOP) can be stated as follows: (1) where is the decision (variable) Very often, since the objectives in (1) contradict each other, no point in maximizes all the objectives simultaneously. One has to balance them. The best tradeoffs among the objectives can be defined in terms of Pareto optimality. Let , is said to dominate if and only if for every and for at least one index . 1 A point is Pareto optimal to (1) if there is no point such that dominates . is then called a Pareto optimal (objective) vector. In other words, any improvement in a Pareto optimal point in one objective must lead to deterioration in at least one other objective. The set of all the Pareto optimal points is called the Pareto set (PS) and the set of all the Pareto optimal objective vectors is the Pareto front (PF) [1] .
In many real-life applications of multiobjective optimization, an approximation to the PF is required by a decision maker for selecting a final preferred solution. Most MOPs may have many or even infinite Pareto optimal vectors. It is very time-consuming, if not impossible, to obtain the complete PF. On the other hand, the decision maker may not be interested in having an unduly large number of Pareto optimal vectors to deal with due to overflow of information. Therefore, many multiobjective optimization algorithms are to find a manageable number of Pareto optimal vectors which are evenly distributed along the PF, and thus good representatives of the entire PF [1] - [4] . Some researchers have also made an effort to approximate the PF by using a mathematical model [5] - [8] .
It is well-known that a Pareto optimal solution to a MOP, under mild conditions, could be an optimal solution of a scalar optimization problem in which the objective is an aggregation of all the 's. Therefore, approximation of the PF can be decomposed into a number of scalar objective optimization subproblems. This is a basic idea behind many traditional mathematical programming methods for approximating the PF. Several methods for constructing aggregation functions can be found in the literature (e.g., [1] ). The most popular ones among them include the weighted sum approach and Tchebycheff approach. Recently, the boundary intersection methods have also attracted a lot of attention [9] - [11] .
There is no decomposition involved in the majority of the current state-of-the-art multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) [2] - [4] , [12] - [19] . These algorithms treat a MOP as a whole. They do not associate each individual solution with any particular scalar optimization problem. In a scalar objective optimization problem, all the solutions can be compared based on their objective function values and the task of a scalar objective evolutionary algorithm (EA) is often to find one single optimal solution. In MOPs, however, domination does not define a complete ordering among the solutions in the objective space and MOEAs aim at producing a number of Pareto optimal solutions as diverse as possible for representing the whole PF. Therefore, conventional selection operators, which were originally designed for scalar optimization, cannot be directly used in nondecomposition MOEAs. Arguably, if there is a fitness assignment scheme for assigning an individual solution a relative fitness value to reflect its utility for selection, then scalar optimization EAs can be readily extended for dealing with MOPs, although other techniques such as mating restriction [20] , diversity maintaining [21] , some properties of MOPs [22] , and external populations [23] may also be needed for enhancing the performances of these extended algorithms. For this reason, fitness assignment has been a major issue in current MOEA research. The popular fitness assignment strategies include alternating objectives-based fitness assignment such as the vector evaluation genetic algorithm (VEGA) [24] , and domination-based fitness assignment such as Pareto archived evolutionary strategy (PAES) [14] , strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm II (SPEA-II) [15] , and nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) [16] .
The idea of decomposition has been used to a certain extent in several metaheuristics for MOPs [25] - [29] . For example, the two-phase local search (TPLS) [25] considers a set of scalar optimization problems, in which the objectives are aggregations of the objectives in the MOP under consideration, a scalar optimization algorithm is applied to these scalar optimization problems in a sequence based on aggregation coefficients, a solution obtained in the previous problem is set as a starting point for solving the next problem since its aggregation objective is just slightly different from that in the previous one. The multiobjective genetic local search (MOGLS) aims at simultaneous optimization of all aggregations constructed by the weighted sum approach or Tchebycheff approach [29] . At each iteration, it optimizes a randomly generated aggregation objective.
In this paper, we propose a new multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition (MOEA/D). MOEA/D explicitly decomposes the MOP (1) into scalar optimization subproblems. It solves these subproblems simultaneously by evolving a population of solutions. At each generation, the population is composed of the best solution found so far (i.e. since the start of the run of the algorithm) for each subproblem. The neighborhood relations among these subproblems are defined based on the distances between their aggregation coefficient vectors. The optimal solutions to two neighboring subproblems should be very similar. Each subproblem (i.e., scalar aggregation function) is optimized in MOEA/D by using information only from its neighboring subproblems. MOEA/D has the following features.
• 
II. DECOMPOSITION OF MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
There are several approaches for converting the problem of approximation of the PF into a number of scalar optimization problems. In the following, we introduce three approaches, which are used in our experimental studies.
A. Weighted Sum Approach [1] This approach considers a convex combination of the different objectives. Let be a weight vector, i.e., for all and . Then, the optimal solution to the following scalar optimization problem:
(2) is a Pareto optimal point to (1), 2 where we use to emphasize that is a coefficient vector in this objective function, while is the variables to be optimized. To generate a set of different Pareto optimal vectors, one can use different weight vectors in the above scalar optimization problem. If the PF is concave (convex in the case of minimization), this approach could work well. However, not every Pareto optimal vector can be obtained by this approach in the case of nonconcave PFs. To overcome these shortcomings, some effort has been made to incorporate other techniques such as -constraint into this approach, more details can be found in [1] .
B. Tchebycheff Approach [1] In this approach, the scalar optimization problem is in the form (3) where is the reference point, i.e., 3 for each . For each Pareto optimal point there exists a weight vector such that is the optimal solution of (3) and each optimal solution of (3) is a Pareto optimal solution of (1). Therefore, one is able to obtain different Pareto optimal solutions by altering the weight vector. One weakness with this approach is that its aggregation function is not smooth for a continuous MOP. However, it can still be used in the EA framework proposed in this paper since our algorithm does not need to compute the derivative of the aggregation function.
C. Boundary Intersection (BI) Approach
Several recent MOP decomposition methods such as Normal-Boundary Intersection Method [9] and Normalized Normal Constraint Method [10] can be classified as the BI approaches. They were designed for a continuous MOP. Under some regularity conditions, the PF of a continuous MOP is part of the most top right 4 boundary of its attainable objective set. Geometrically, these BI approaches aim to find intersection points of the most top boundary and a set of lines. If these lines are evenly distributed in a sense, one can expect that the resultant intersection points provide a good approximation to the whole PF. These approaches are able to deal with nonconcave PFs. In this paper, we use a set of lines emanating from the reference point. Mathematically, we consider the following scalar optimization subproblem 5 :
(4) where and , as in the above subsection, are a weight vector and the reference point, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the constraint ensures that is always in , the line with direction and passing through . The goal is to push as high as possible so that it reaches the boundary of the attainable objective set.
One of the drawbacks of the above approach is that it has to handle the equality constraint. In our implementation, we use a penalty method to deal with the constraint. More precisely, we consider 6 : (5) where is a preset penalty parameter. Let be the projection of on the line . As shown in Fig. 2 , is the distance between and . is the distance between and . If is set appropriately, the solutions to (4) and (5) should be very close. Hereafter, we call this method the penalty-based boundary intersection (PBI) approach.
The advantages of the PBI approach (or general BI approaches ) over the the Tchebycheff approach are as follows. 4 In the case of minimization, it will be part of the most left bottom. 5 In the case when the goal of (1) is minimization, this equality constraint in this subproblem should be changed to F (x) 0 z = d. 6 In the case when the goal of (1) • In the case of more than two objectives, let both the PBI approach and the Tchebycheff approach use the same set of evenly distributed weight vectors, the resultant optimal solutions in the PBI should be much more uniformly distributed than those obtained by the Tchebycheff approach [9] , particularly when the number of weight vectors is not large.
• If dominates , it is still possible that , while it is rare for and other BI aggregation functions. However, these benefits come with a price. One has to set the value of the penalty factor. It is well-known that a too large or too small penalty factor will worsen the performance of a penalty method.
The above approaches can be used to decompose the approximation of the PF into a number of scalar optimization problems. A reasonably large number of evenly distributed weight vectors usually leads to a set of Pareto optimal vectors, which may not be evenly spread but could approximate the PF very well.
There are many other decomposition approaches in the literature that could also be used in our algorithm framework. Since our major purpose is to study the feasibility and efficiency of the algorithm framework. We only use the above three decomposition approaches in the experimental studies in this paper.
III. THE FRAMEWORK OF MULTIOBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM BASED ON DECOMPOSITION (MOEA/D)

A. General Framework
Multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition (MOEA/D), the algorithm proposed in this paper, needs to decompose the MOP under consideration. Any decomposition approaches can serve this purpose. In the following description, we suppose that the Tchebycheff approach is employed. It is very trivial to modify the following MOEA/D when other decomposition methods are used.
Let be a set of even spread weight vectors and be the reference point. As shown in Section II, the problem of approximation of the PF of (1) can be decomposed into scalar optimization subproblems by using the Tchebycheff approach and the objective function of the th subproblem is (6) where . MOEA/D minimizes all these objective functions simultaneously in a single run.
Note that is continuous of , the optimal solution of should be close to that of if and are close to each other. Therefore, any information about these 's with weight vectors close to should be helpful for optimizing . This is a major motivation behind MOEA/D.
In MOEA/D, a neighborhood of weight vector is defined as a set of its several closest weight vectors in . The neighborhood of the th subproblem consists of all the subproblems with the weight vectors from the neighborhood of . The population is composed of the best solution found so far for each subproblem. Only the current solutions to its neighboring subproblems are exploited for optimizing a subproblem in MOEA/D.
At each generation , MOEA/D with the Tchebycheff approach maintains:
• a population of points , where is the current solution to the th subproblem; • , where is the -value of , i.e., for each ; • , where is the best value found so far for objective ;
• an external population (EP), which is used to store nondominated solutions found during the search. The algorithm works as follows: Input:
• MOP ( Output: .
Step 1) Initialization:
Step 1.1) Set .
Step 1.2) Compute the Euclidean distances between any two weight vectors and then work out the closest weight vectors to each weight vector. For each , set , where are the closest weight vectors to .
Step 1.3) Generate an initial population randomly or by a problem-specific method. Set .
Step 1.4) Initialize by a problem-specific method.
Step 2) Update:
Step 2.1) Reproduction: Randomly select two indexes from , and then generate a new solution from and by using genetic operators.
Step 2.2) Improvement: Apply a problem-specific repair/ improvement heuristic on to produce .
Step 2.3) Update of : For each , if , then set .
Step 2.4) Update of Neighboring Solutions: For each index , if , then set and .
Step 2.5) Update of :
Remove from all the vectors dominated by .
Add to if no vectors in dominate .
Step 3) Stopping Criteria: If stopping criteria is satisfied, then stop and output . Otherwise, go to Step 2.
In initialization, contains the indexes of the closest vectors of . We use the Euclidean distance to measure the closeness between any two weight vectors. Therefore, 's closest vector is itself, and then . If , the th subproblem can be regarded as a neighbor of the th subproblem.
In the th pass of the loop in Step 2, the neighboring subproblems of the th subproblem are considered. Since and in Step 2.1 are the current best solutions to neighbors of the th subproblem, their offspring should hopefully be a good solution to the th subproblem. In Step 2.2, a problem-specific heuristic 7 is used to repair in the case when invalidates any constraints, and/or optimize the th . Therefore, the resultant solution is feasible and very likely to have a lower function value for the neighbors of th subproblem.
Step 2.4 considers all the neighbors of the th subproblem, it replaces with if performs better than with regard to the th subproblem. is needed in computing the value of in Step 2.4. Since it is often very time-consuming to find the exact reference point , we use , which is initialized in Step 1.4 by a problem-specific method 8 and updated in Step 2.3, as a substitute for in . The external population , initialized in Step 1.1, is updated by the new generated solution in Step 2.5.
In the case when the goal in (1) is to minimize , the inequality in Step 2.3 should be reversed.
B. Discussions 1) Why a Finite Number of Subproblems are Considered in MOEA/D:
A weight vector used in MOEA/D is one of the preselected weight vectors. MOEA/D spends about the same amount of effort on each of the aggregation functions, while MOGLS randomly generates a weight vector at each iteration, aiming at optimizing all the possible aggregation functions. Recall that a decision maker only needs a finite number of evenly distributed Pareto solutions, optimizing a finite of selected scalar optimization subproblems is not only realistic but also appropriate. Since the computational resource is always limited, optimizing all the possible aggregation functions would not be very practical, and thus may waste some computational effort.
2) How Diversity is Maintained in MOEA/D: As mentioned in Section I, a MOEA needs to maintain diversity in its population for producing a set of representative solutions. Most, if not all, of nondecomposition MOEAs such as NSGA-II and SPEA-II use crowding distances among the solutions in their selection to maintain diversity. However, it is not always easy to generate a uniform distribution of Pareto optimal objective vectors in these algorithms. In MOEA/D, a MOP is decomposed into a number of scalar optimization subproblems. Different solutions in the current population are associated with different subproblems. The "diversity" among these subproblems will naturally lead to diversity in the population. When the decomposition method and the weight vectors are properly chosen, and thus the optimal solutions to the resultant subproblems are evenly distributed along the PF, MOEA/D will have a good chance of producing a uniform distribution of Pareto solutions if it optimizes all these subproblems very well.
3) Mating Restriction and the Role of in MOEA/D:
is the size of the neighborhood. Only current solutions to the closest neighbors of a subproblem are used for optimizing it in MOEA/D. In a sense, two solutions have a chance to mate only when they are for two neighboring subproblems. This is a mating restriction. Attention should be paid to the setting of . If is too small, two solutions chosen ( and ) for undergoing genetic operators in Step 2.1 may be very similar since they are for very similar subproblems, consequently, , the solution generated in Step 2.2, could be very close to their parents and . Therefore, the algorithm lacks the ability to explore new areas in the search space. On the other hand, if is too large, and may be poor for the subproblem under consideration, and so is their offspring . Therefore, the exploitation ability of the algorithm is weakened. Moreover, a too large will increase the computational overhead of Step 2.4.
C. Variants of MOEA/D
We can use any other decomposition methods in MOEA/D. When the weighted sum approach is used, MOEA/D does not need to maintain . 8 Two exemplary methods can be found in Sections IV and V.
Step 2.2 allows MOEA/D to be able to make use of a scalar optimization method very naturally. One can take the or as the objective function in the heuristic in Step 2.2. Although it is one of the major features of MOEA/D, Step 2.2 is not a must in MOEA/D, particularly if
Step 2.1 can produce a feasible solution.
Using the external population is also an option, although it is often very helpful for improving the performance of the algorithm. An alternative is to return the final internal population as an approximation to the PF when is not maintained. Of course, other sophisticated strategies [21] for updating can be easily adopted in the framework of MOEA/D. One can also limit the size of to avoid any possible memory overflow problem.
The cellular multiobjective genetic algorithm (cMOGA) of Murata et al. [40] can also be regarded as an evolutionary algorithm using decomposition. In essence it uses the same neighborhood relationship for mating restriction. cMOGA differs from MOEA/D in selecting solutions for genetic operators and updating the internal population, and it has to insert solutions from its external population to its internal population at each generation for dealing with nonconvex PFs, since it uses weighted sums of the objectives as its guided functions and there is no mechanism for keeping the best solution found so far to each subproblem in its internal population.
IV. COMPARISON WITH MOGLS
In the following, we first introduce MOGLS and then analyze the complexity of MOGLS and MOEA/D. We also compare the performances of these two algorithms on a set of test instances of the multiobjective 0/1 knapsack problem. The major reasons for choosing MOGLS for comparison are that it is also based on decomposition and performs better than a number of popular algorithms on the multiobjective 0/1 knapsack problem [29] .
A. MOGLS
MOGLS was first proposed by Ishibuchi and Murata in [28] , and further improved by Jaszkiewicz [29] . The basic idea is to reformulate the MOP (1) as simultaneous optimization of all weighted Tchebycheff functions or all weighted sum functions. In the following, we give a brief description of Jaszkiewicz's version of MOGLS.
At each iteration, MOGLS maintains:
• a set of current solutions (CS), and the -values of these solutions; • an external population (EP), which is used to store nondominated solutions. If MOGLS optimizes weighted Tchebycheff functions, it should also maintain:
• , where is the largest value found so far for objective . MOGLS needs two control parameters and . is the size of its temporary elite population and is the initial size of .
MOGLS works as follows:
Input:
• MOP (1);
• a stopping criterion; • : the size of temporary elite population; • : the size of initial population.
Output:
.
Step 1.1) Generate initial solutions randomly or by a problem-specific method. Then, is initialized to be .
Step 1.2) Initialize by a problem-specific method.
Step 1.3)
is initialized to be the set of the -values of all the nondominated solutions in .
Step 2.1) Reproduction:
Uniformly randomly generate a weight vector .
From select the best solutions, with regard to the Tchebycheff aggregation function with the weight vector , to form a temporary elite population (TEP).
Draw at random two solutions from
, and then generate a new solution from these two solutions by using genetic operators.
Step 2.2) Improvement: Apply a problem-specific repair/ improvement heuristic on to generate .
Step 2.4) Update of Solutions in TEP:
If is better than the worst solution in with regard to with the weight vector and different from any solutions in with regard to -values, then add it to the set .
If the size of is larger than , delete the oldest solution in .
Step 2.
5) Update of EP:
Add to if no vectors in dominates .
As in MOEA/D with the Tchebycheff approach, is used as a substitute for in . In the case of MOGLS with the weighted sum approach, should be replaced by and there is no need to store . Therefore, Step 2.3 should be removed. MOGLS needs to keep the -values of all the current solutions since these -values will be used in Step 2.4 for computing the values of .
B. Comparison of Complexity of MOEA/D and MOGLS
1) Space Complexity:
During the search, MOEA/D needs to maintain its internal population of solutions, and external population , while MOGLS stores the set of current solutions and its external population . The size of increases until it reaches its upper bound, which is suggested to be set as in [29] . Therefore, if in MOGLS is much larger than in MOEA/D and both algorithms produce about the same number of nondominated solutions, then the space complexity of MOEA/D is lower than that of MOGLS.
2 • , the size of , could be very large (e.g, it was set from 3000 to 7000 in [29] ), the computational cost of Step 2.1 in MOGLS is much higher than that of 
C. Multiobjective 0-1 Knapsack Problem
Given a set of items and a set of knapsacks, the multiobjective 0-1 knapsack problem (MOKP) can be stated as (7) where is the profit of item in knapsack , is the weight of item in knapsack , and is the capacity of knapsack .
means that item is selected and put in all the knapsacks.
The MOKP is NP-hard and can model a variety of applications in resource allocation. A set of nine test instances of the above problem have been proposed in [13] and widely used in testing multiobjective heuristics. MOGLS outperforms a number of MOEAs on these test instances [29] . In this paper, we will also use these nine instances for comparing the performances of MOEA/D and MOGLS.
D. Implementations of MOEA/D and MOGLS for MOKP 1) Repair Method:
To apply an EA for the MOKP, one needs a heuristic for repairing infeasible solutions. Several repair approaches have been proposed for this purpose [13] , [29] .
Let be an infeasible solution to (7) . Note that and in (7) are nonnegative, one can remove some items from it (i.e., change the values of some from 1 to 0) for making it feasible. Recently, Jaszkiewicz proposed and used the following greedy repair method 9 .
Input:
• MOP (7); • a solution: ; • an objective function to be maximized:
Output: a feasible solution .
Step 1) If is feasible, then set and return .
Step 2) Set and .
Step 3) Select such that where is different from only in position , i.e., for all and .
Set and go to Step 1.
In this approach, items are removed one by one from until becomes feasible. An item with the heavy weights (i.e., ) in the overfilled knapsacks and little contribution to (i.e., ) is more likely to be removed.
2) Implementation of MOGLS:
To have a fair comparison, we directly use Jaszkiewicz's latest implementation of MOGLS for the MOKP, the details of MOGLS with the Tchebycheff approach are given as follows.
• Initialization of : Taking each as the objective function, apply the repair method on a randomly generated point and produce a feasible solution. Set to be the value of the resultant point.
• Initialization of and :
Set and . Then, Repeat times:
1. Randomly generate a weight vector by using the sampling method described in [29] .
Randomly generate a solution
, where the probability of equals to 0.5.
3.
Taking as the objective function, apply the repair method to and obtain a feasible solution .
Add to
. Remove from all the vectors dominated by , then add to EP if no vectors in dominate .
• Genetic operators in Step 2.1: The genetic operators used are the one-point crossover operator and the standard mutation operator. The one-point crossover is first applied to the two solutions and generates one child solution, then the standard mutation operator mutates it to produce a new solution . The mutation mutates each position of the child solution independently with probability 0.01. • Heuristic in Step 2.2: The repair method described in this section is used.
3) Implementation of MOEA/D:
We use the same genetic operators in Step 2.1 and the repair method in Step 2.2 as in the implementation of MOGLS. The initialization of is also the same as in MOGLS. Initialization of (the initial solution to the th subproblem) is performed as follows.
• Initialization of in Step 1.3: Taking as the objective function, apply the repair method to a randomly generated solution. Set to be the resultant solution.
Tchebycheff aggregation function is used in the above implementations of MOEA/D and MOGLS.
The implementations of these two algorithms with the weighted sum approach in our experimental studies are the same as their counterparts with the Tchebycheff approach, except that they use as the objective in the repair method and do not maintain .
E. Parameter Setting
The setting of and in MOGLS, which determines the size of , is the same as in [29] . is set to 20 for all the instances. The values of for different instances are given in Table I. in MOEA/D is set to 10 for all the test instances. The setting of and in MOEA/D is controlled by a parameter . More precisely, are all the weight vectors in which each individual weight takes a value from Therefore, the number of such vectors is Table I lists the value of and in MOEA/D for each test instance. For the instances with two objectives, the value of in MOEA/D is the same as that of in MOGLS. For all the instances with three objectives, , and therefore . For all the instances with four objectives, , and then . It should be noted that the size of the internal population in MOGLS can reach , much larger than that of the internal population in MOEA-D.
The above method for generating weight vectors in MOEA-D works well in our experiments. It could, however, result in a very large when , the number of the objectives is large. To overcome this shortcoming, one should resort to advanced experimental design methods [30] , [31] to generate weight vectors. 
F. Experimental Results
Both MOGLS and MOEA/D have been independently run for 30 times for each test instance on identical computers (Pentium(R) 3.2 GHZ, 1.00 GB). Due to the nature of MOPs, multiple performance indexes should be used for comparing the performances of different algorithms [2] , [32] . In our experiments, the following performance indexes are used.
• Set Coverage ( -metric): Let and be two approximations to the PF of a MOP, is defined as the percentage of the solutions in that are dominated by at least one solution in , i.e., is not necessarily equal to . means that all solutions in are dominated by some solutions in , while implies that no solution in is dominated by a solution in .
• Distance from Representatives in the PF ( -metric):
Let be a set of uniformly distributed points along the PF. Let be an approximation to the PF, the average distance from to is defined as where is the minimum Euclidean distance between and the points in . If is large enough to represent the PF very well, could measure both the diversity and convergence of in a sense. To have a low value of , set must be very close to the PF and cannot miss any part of the whole PF.
In the case when we do not know the actual PF, we can set to be an upper approximation of the PF. Jaszkiewicz has produced a very good upper approximation to each 0/1 knapsack test instance by solving the linear programming relaxed version of (3) with a number of uniformly distributed 's [29] . The number of the points in the upper approximation is 202 for each of the bi-objective instances, 1326 for the 3-objective instances, and 3276 for the 4-objectives. In our experiments, is set as such an approximation. Table II gives the average CPU time used by each algorithm for each instance. Table III presents the means of the -metric values of the final approximations obtained by the two algorithms with two different repair methods. Table IV shows the mean and standard deviation of the -metric values in MOEA/D and MOGLS for each instance. Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the average -metric value of from in 30 runs with the number of the calls of the repair method in each algorithm for each test instance. Since the ranges of -metric values are large, we use the logarithmic scale for the axes of the average -metric value in Fig. 3. Figs. 4 and 5 plot the distributions of with the lowest -metric value found in each algorithm for the three bi-objective instances.
We can make the following remarks:
• With the same number of the calls of a repair method (i.e., the same number of trial solutions), it is evident from Tables III and IV • Table IV also shows that the standard deviation of -metric in W-MOEA/D (T-MOEA/D) is smaller than that in W-MOGLS (T-MOGLS) for all the instances, which implies that MOEA/D is more stable than MOGLS.
• Table IV and Fig. 3 reveal that the weighted sum approach outperforms the Tchebycheff approach in both MOEA/D and MOGLS, which suggests that different decomposition approaches in MOEA/D and MOGLS can have different performances. Overall, we can claim that MOEA/D is computationally much cheaper and can produce better approximations than MOGLS on these MOKP test instances.
V. COMPARISON WITH NSGA-II ON CONTINUOUS MOPS
A. Multiobjective Continuous Test Suites
We use five widely used bi-objective ZDT test instances [33] and two 3-objective instances [34] in comparing MOEA/D with NSGA-II [16] , one of the most successful nondecomposition MOEAs. All these test instances are minimization of the objectives.
• ZDT1
and . Its PF is convex. in our experiments.
• ZDT2 where and the range and dimensionality of are the same as in ZDT1. The PF of ZDT2 is nonconvex.
• ZDT3 where and the range and dimensionality of are the same as in ZDT1. Its PF is disconnected. The two objectives are disparately scaled in the PF, is from 0 to 0.852, while from to 1. • ZDT4 where and
. It has many local PFs.
in our experiments.
• ZDT6 and . Its PF is nonconvex. The distribution of the Pareto solutions in the Pareto front is very nonuniform, i.e., for a set of uniformly distributed points in the Pareto set in the decision space, their images crowd in a corner of the Pareto front in the objective space.
in 
B. NSGA-II [16]
NSGA-II does not use an external population. NSGA-II maintains a population of size at generation and generates from in the following way.
Step 1) Use selection, crossover and mutation to create an offspring population from .
Step 2) Choose best solutions from to form .
The characteristic feature of NSGA-II is that it uses a fast nondominated sorting and crowded distance estimation procedure for comparing qualities of different solutions in Step 2 and selection in Step 1. The computational complexity of each generation in NSGA-II is , where is the number of the objectives and is its population size.
C. Variant of MOEA/D Used in Comparison
To have a fair comparison, we use the following variant of MOEA/D in our experiments.
• There is no external population . Instead, the final internal population is returned as an approximation to the PF.
Step 2.5 is not needed.
• No repair/improvement method is used, therefore, Step 2.2 is not needed.
• is used in Step 2.4. We do not use mainly because the weighted sum approach is unable to deal with nonconvex PFs as is the case in some test instances. Since NSGA-II has no external population, we do not maintain an external population in this implementation of MOEA/D. In comparison with NSGA-II, the only extra memory requirement in MOEA/D is for storing . The size of is , which is very small compared with the population size.
D. Comparison of Computational Complexity of the Variant of MOEA/D and NSGA-II
In the above variant of MOEA/D, the major computational costs are in Step 2.
Step 2 in MOEA/D generates trial solutions, so does NSGA-II at each generation. Note that Steps 2.2 and 2.5 have been removed from this variant, Step 2.1 just randomly pick two solutions for genetic operators, Step 2.3 performs comparisons and assignments, and Step 2.4 needs basic operations since its major costs are to compute the values of for solutions and computation of one such a value requires basic operations. Therefore, the computational complexity of Step 2 in the above variant of MOEA/D is since it has passes. If both MOEA/D and NSGA-II use the same population size, the ratio between their computational complexities at each generation is Since is smaller than , the variant of MOEA/D has lower computational complexity than NSGA-II at each generation.
E. Experimental Setting
In our experimental studies, the implementation of NSGA-II follows [16] . The population size in both NSGA-II and MOEA/D is set to be 100 for all the 2-objective test instances, and 300 for the other two 3-objective test instances. Both algorithms stop after 250 generations.
Initial populations are generated by uniformly randomly sampling from the feasible search space in both algorithms. in MOEA/D is initialized as the lowest value of found in the initial population. The simulated binary crossover (SBX) and polynomial mutation are used in both NSGA-II and MOEA/D. More precisely, in Step 2.1 of MOEA/D, the crossover operator generates one offspring, which is then modified by the mutation operator. The setting of the control parameters in these two operators is the same in both algorithms. Following the practice in [16] , the distribution indexes in both SBX and the polynomial mutation are set to be 20. The crossover rate is 1.00, while the mutation rate is , where is the number of decision variables.
In MOEA/D, the setting of weight vectors is the same as in Section IV-E, is set to be 20.
Both MOEA/D and NSGA-II have been run 30 times independently for each test instance.
F. Experimental Results
Table V presents the average CPU time used by each algorithm for each test instance. It is clear from Table V that, on average, MOEA/D runs about twice as fast as NSGA-II with the same number of function evaluations for the 2-objective test instances, and more than 8 times for the 3-objective test instances. This observation is consistent with our complexity analysis in Section V-D.
As in the MOKP, we use both the -metric and -metric to compare the performances of these two algorithms. To compute -metric values, is chosen to be a set of 500 uniformly distributed points in the PF for all the 2-objective test instances, and 990 points for 3-objective instances.
The number of function evaluations matters when the objective functions are very costly to evaluate. Fig. 6 presents the evolution of the average -metric value of the current population to with the number of function evaluations in each algorithm for each test instance. These results indicate that MOEA/D converges, in terms of the number of the function evaluations, much faster than NSGA-II in minimizing the -metric value for ZDT4, ZDT6, DTLZ1 and DTLZ2, and at the about same speed as or a bit slower than NSGA-II for the other three test instances. Table VI shows that in terms of -metric, the final solutions obtained by MOEA/D is better than those obtained by NSGA-II for all the test instances but ZDT4. -metric, the final solutions obtained by MOEA/D is better than NSGA-II for ZDT4, ZDT6 and the two 3-objective instances, and slightly worse for other three instances. Figs. 7 and 8 show in the objective space, the distribution of the final solutions obtained in the run with the lowest -value of each algorithm for each test instance. It is evident that as to the uniformness of final solutions, MOEA/D is better than NSGA-II for ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT6, and the two 3-objective test instances; it is about the same as NSGA-II for ZDT4, and worse than NSGA-II for ZDT3, on which MOEA/D found fewer solutions than NSGA-II in the two left segments of the PF. The poor performance of MOEA/D on ZDT3 could be attributed to the fact that the objectives in ZDT3 are disparately scaled.
We can conclude from the above results that MOEA/D with the Tchebycheff approach needs less CPU time than NSGA-II with the same number of function evaluations for these test instances. In terms of the solution quality, these two algorithms have about the same performance on the 2-objective test instances, but MOEA/D is better than NSGA-II on the two 3-objective instances.
G. A Bit More Effort on MOEA/D
In the above experiments, we used a very naive implementation of MOEA/D. The decomposition method is the classic Tchebycheff approach. We did not perform any objective normalization.
As mentioned in Section II-C, the Tchebycheff approach may perform worse, in terms of solution uniformness, than BI approaches, particularly when the number of objectives is more than two. It is also well-known that objective normalization is very useful for increasing the solution uniformness when the objectives are disparately scaled.
Revisiting Figs. 7 and 8, one may not be quite satisfied with the uniformness in the solutions found by the above implementation of MOEA/D for ZDT3, DTLZ1, and DTLZ2. Note that the two objectives in ZDT3 are disparately scaled, and DTLZ1 and DTLZ2 have three objectives, two questions naturally arise.
• Can MOEA/D with other advanced decomposition methods such as the PBI approach find more evenly distributed solutions for 3-objective test instances like DTLZ1 and 2? • Can MOEA/D with objective normalization perform better in the case of disparately scaled objectives as in ZDT3? We have performed some experiments to study these two issues. In the following, we report our experimental results.
1) MOEA/D With the PBI Approach:
We have tested MOEA/D with the PBI approach on the two 3-objective test instances. In our experiment, the penalty factor in is set to be 5 and the other settings are exactly the same as in the implementation of MOEA/D with the Tchebycheff approach in the above subsection.
Table VIII compares the average -metric values of NSGA-II and MOEA/D with two different decomposition approaches. Fig. 9 shows the distributions of the nondominated fronts with the lowest -metric values in 30 independent runs of MOEA/D with the PBI approach for two 3-objective test instances. It is very clear from these results and Fig. 8 that MOEA/D with the PBI approach performs much better than NSGA-II and MOEA/D with the Tchebycheff approach on these two 3-objective instances. These results suggest that incorporating other advanced decomposition approaches into MOEA/D would be worthwhile studying in solving MOPs with more than two objectives. We would like to point out that MOEA/D with advanced decomposition approaches may require a bit more human effort, for example, to set the value of the penalty factor in the PBI approach.
2) Objective Normalization: We still use the Tchebycheff approach and do not change the parameter settings in the following experiments. However, we incorporate a simple objective normalization technique into MOEA/D to study if the performance can be improved in the case of disparately scaled objectives.
A lot of effort has been made on the issue of objective normalization in the communities of both mathematical programming and evolutionary computation [1] , [35] , [36] - [38] . A very simple normalization method is to replace objective ( ) by 10 (9) where , as in Section II, is the reference point, is the nadir point in the 10 Here, we assume that the goal of (1) is minimization. It is not easy or necessary to compute and beforehand. In our implementation, we replace by , 11 and each by , the largest value of in the current population. Therefore, in Step 2.4 of MOEA/D with the Tchebycheff approach for continuous MOPs, is replaced by (10) We have tested MOEA/D with the Tchebycheff approach and the above normalization technique on ZDT3 and a modified version of ZDT1 in which is replaced by such that the two objectives are disparately scaled. In summary, we have very positive answers to the two questions raised at the outset of this subsection. Using other sophisticated decomposition and normalization techniques in MOEA/D will be our future research topics. Section V for ZDT1. All the parameter settings are the same as in Sections IV-E and V-E, except the settings of . As clearly shown in Fig. 12 , MOEA/D performs very well with from 10 to 50 on knapsack instance 250-2, and it works very well for all the values of except very small ones on ZDT1. Thus, we can claim that MOEA/D is not very sensitive to the setting of , at least for MOPs that are somehow similar to these test instances. Fig. 12 also reveals that MOEA/D does not work well on both instances when is very small. This could be due to what was mentioned in Section III-B3, MOEA/D with too small is poor at exploration. The fact that MOEA/D with large works poorly on knapsack instance 250-2 could be explained by our analysis in Section III-B3 since the solutions to two subproblems with very different weight vectors are far different in this instance. The reason that MOEA/D with large performs well on ZDT1 could be because even if two weight vectors are different, the optimal solutions to their associated subproblems are very similar, in fact, they are the same in all the components except the first one.
B. MOEA/D Using Small Population
As mentioned in Section I, a decision maker may not want to have a huge number of Pareto optimal solutions at high computational cost. They are often interested in obtaining a small number of evenly distributed solutions at low computational cost. In the following, we will show that MOEA/D using small population could serve this purpose. We take ZDT1 as an example and use MOEA/D with the Tchebycheff approach in Section V. All the parameter settings are the same as in Section V except the population size . For comparison, we also run NSGA-II with on ZDT1. Both algorithms stop after 250 generations as in Section V. while NSGA-II failed in reaching the PF within the given number of generations. Clearly, this advantage of MOEA/D comes from its decomposition strategy.
C. Scalability
To study how the computational cost, in terms of the number of function evaluations, increase as the number of decision variable increases, we have tried, on ZDT1 with different numbers of decision variables, the variant of MOEA/D in Section V-C, with the same parameter settings except the maximal number of generation is 1000 (i.e., the maximal number of function evaluations is ). We have found that in every run among 30 independent runs for each number of decision variables, MOEA/D has lowered the -metric value blow 0.005, therefore the final solutions are a very good approximation to the PF by our experience in Section V. Fig. 14 gives the average numbers of function evaluations used for reducing the -metric value under 0.005 for ZDT1 with different numbers of decision variables. It is evident that the average number of function evaluations linearly scales up, as the number of decision variables increases.
The linear salability of MOEA/D in this test instance should be due to two facts: 1) The number of scalar optimization subproblems in MOEA/D is fixed to be 100, no matter how many the decision variables are. One does not need to increase the number of subproblems as the number of decision variables increases since the intrinsic dimensionality of a MOP is determined by its number of objectives, but not its number of decision variables [1] , [39] .
2) The complexity of each scalar optimization could scale up linearly with the number of decision variables.
VII. CONCLUSION
Decomposition was widely used in traditional mathematical programming methods for solving MOPs. In contrast, most MOEAs treat a MOP as a whole and mainly rely on domination for measuring the solution quality during their search. These algorithms may not be very good at generating an even distribution of solutions along the PF.
This paper has proposed a simple and generic evolutionary multiobjective optimization algorithm based on decomposition, called MOEA/D. It first uses a decomposition method to decompose the MOP into a number of scalar optimization problems. Then, an EA is employed for optimizing these subproblems simultaneously. Each individual solution in the population of MOEA/D is associated with a subproblem. A neighborhood relationship among all the subproblems is defined based on the distances of their weight vectors. In MOEA/D, optimization of a subproblem uses the current information of its neighboring subproblems since two neighboring subproblems should have close optimal solutions. We have compared MOEA/D with MOGLS and NSGA-II on multiobjective knapsack problems and continuous multiobjective problems, respectively. Our analysis has shown that MOEA/D has lower computational complexity than MOGLS and NSGA-II, and the experimental results have also confirmed it. In terms of solution quality, MOEA/D with simple decomposition methods have outperformed or performed similarly to MOGLS and NSGA-II on most test instances.
We have shown that MOEA/D with the PBI approach is able to generate a very uniform distribution of representative Pareto optimal solutions on the PF on two continuous 3-objective test instances. We have also demonstrated that MOEA/D with a naive objective normalization technique can deal with disparately scaled objectives very well. These results suggest that more efficient and effective implementations of MOEA/D could be obtained if more effort is made.
We have experimentally investigated the scalability and the sensitivity to the neighborhood size of MOEA/D. We have found that the computational cost linearly scales up with the number of decision variables, and MOEA/D is not very sensitive to the setting of . We have also shown that MOEA/D is good at finding a small number of uniformly distributed Pareto solutions at low computational cost.
Combination of mathematical programming methods and EAs has been proven to be very successful in scalar optimization problems. Our work in this paper provides a very natural way for introducing decomposition strategies, which have been studied in the community of mathematical programming for a long time, into EAs for multiobjective optimization. New developments in decomposition strategies and other techniques in scalar optimization techniques can be readily integrated with EAs in the framework of MOEA/D.
